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May 1, 2012 
 
Mr. Brian Wallace 
The Association of Major Power Customers of BC (AMPC) 
Bull, Houser & Tupper LLP 
PO Box 11130 
3000-1055 West Georgia Street 
Vancouver BC V6E 3R3 
 
Dear Mr. Wallace: 
 
RE: Project No. 3698622 

British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority (BC Hydro) 
BC Hydro Amended F2012 to F2014 Revenue Requirements Application 
(Amended F12-F14 RRA) 
Information Request No. 1 on AMPC Evidence 

 

 
BC Hydro encloses its Information Request No. 1 to AMPC Evidence (Exhibit C18-9).  
 
For further information, please contact Fred James at 604-623-4317 or by e-mail at 
bchydroregulatorygroup@bchydro.com. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
 
 

 Janet Fraser 
Chief Regulatory Officer 
 
fj/ma 
 
Enclosure (1) 
 

Copy to: Copy to: British Columbia Utilities Commission 

Commission.Secretary@bcuc.com 

 BCUC Project No. 3698622 (Amended F12-F14 RRA) Registered Intervener 
Distribution List. 
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British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority 

 
Information Request No.1 to  

AMPC 
 

Project No. 3698622 
 

British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority 
Amended F2012 to F2014 Revenue Requirements Application 

 
 

1.0 Reference: AMPC Intervener Evidence 

1.1 Please identify the witness(es) for the evidence submitted and provide a 
Curriculum Vitae for each witness. 

1.2 Please identify the specific components of original evidence (i.e., 
evidence excluding quotations from Government Review Panel Report) 
attributed to each witness. 

2.0 The AMPC evidence, at page 9, lines 16 to 17, states that “Overtime 
amounts to the equivalent of another 800 employees.” AMPC references 
Schedule 16.0 of Appendix A as the source of this information 
(footnote 20). However, line 43 of Schedule 16.0 shows that in F2011 there 
were 600 overtime FTEs, and that the planned overtime FTEs in the test 
period range from 512 to 518.  

2.1 Please identify the evidence that is the basis of AMPC’s statement that 
overtime amounts to the equivalent of another 800 employees. 

3.0 The AMPC evidence, at page 12, lines 3 to 4, states that “The unfunded 
pension liability is now $762 million (down from $855 million). AMPC 
estimates that a 20 year recovery will require an approximately 1.1% rate 
increase.” 

3.1 Please provide the derivation of the 1.1 per cent rate increase, including 
all assumptions regarding load growth and rate increases over the next 
20 years. 

3.2 Please confirm that recovery of the pension liability is already included in 
the proposed rates for the test period. If not confirmed, please explain 
fully. 

4.0 The AMPC evidence, at page 22, lines 3 to 5, states that “In addition, 
BC Hydro has recently deferred $433 million in current period non-water 
inflow related energy costs and rolled in operating and maintenance 
costs.” The response to BCUC IR 1.9.1 provides a breakdown of the 
additions to the NHDA since the regulatory account was created. 

4.1 Please define what AMPC means by “non-water inflow related energy 
costs”.  
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4.2 Please confirm that variances in all energy-related costs are subject to 
deferral in the CoE deferral accounts. If not confirmed, please explain 
fully. 

4.3 Please confirm that the $222.5 million transfer to the NHDA in F2011 and 
the proposed transfers to the NHDA of $65.9 million in F2012, 
$103.2 million in F2013 and $46.2 million in F2014 all relate to increases 
in the forecast cost of energy between the original application and the 
respective updated application, and do not include any operating and 
maintenance costs. If not confirmed, please explain fully. 

4.4 Please confirm that the non-energy additions to the NHDA have resulted 
in a net credit of $25.2 million to the NHDA, as shown in the response to 
BCUC IR 1.9.1. If not confirmed, please explain fully. 

5.0 The AMPC evidence, at page 22, lines 14 to 17, states that “AMPC believes 
that a 10 year recovery of variances in the CoE deferral accounts will 
reasonably reflect the precipitation and water inflow cycles and the period 
of time over which the rate volatility is minimized.” Figure 1 on page 6 of 
Appendix H of the Amended Application shows that the probability 
distribution of the annual transfers to the Deferral Accounts is not 
symmetric. 

5.1 Is it AMPC’s view that symmetric water inflow cycles will result in 
symmetric annual transfers to the Deferral Accounts? If so, please 
provide AMPC’s quantitative evidence that supports this view. 

6.0 The AMPC evidence, at page 23, lines 22 to 23, states that “Consumption 
data for the last 10 years shows little or no decline in per capita electricity 
use, despite large and growing costs of BC Hydro’s DSM programs.” 

6.1 Is it the position of the AMPC that DSM is only effective if it reduces per 
capita electricity use? Is it the position of the AMPC that in the absence of 
DSM, per capita electricity use would not change over time?   

6.2 Please confirm that it is appropriate for BC Hydro to offer an incentive 
payment to an AMPC member to support the customer’s investment in 
energy efficient technology as part of the design of the customer’s plant 
capacity increase project. Please confirm that providing an incentive to 
support the customer’s investment in energy efficient technology (e.g., 
energy efficient variable speed drives) would be appropriate even if the 
plant expansion project resulted in an overall net increase in electricity 
consumption compared to the level of consumption before the expansion 
project. If not confirmed, please explain why not.  

6.3 Similarly, please confirm it is appropriate for BC Hydro to offer an 
incentive payment to a residential customer to support the customer’s 
investment in energy efficient technology as part of the design of the 
customer’s new home construction. Please confirm that providing an 
incentive to support the customer’s investment in energy efficient 
technology (e.g., Energy Star products) would be appropriate even if the 
new home is larger, resulting in an overall net increase in electricity 
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consumption compared to the level of consumption by the previous home 
on the same property. If not confirmed, please explain why not.  

6.4 Is it not possible for DSM to be effective if it reduces the growth in per 
capita electricity use that would occur in the absence of DSM? 

6.5 The AMPC statement referenced above purports to rely on BC Hydro’s 
responses to TV IRs 1.1.1 and 1.4.2. Please confirm that BC Hydro’s 
responses to TV IRs 1.1.1 and 1.4.2 show that residential average use 
declined in each of F2009, F2010 and F2011 compared to the previous 
year. If not confirmed, please explain why not. 
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